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What happens
in a Mosque?

Muslims pray or worship
alone or in groups in many
different ways. Everything
they do and say is often like a
prayer.
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Prayer mats are used to make sure there is a clean
space on the floor to kneel on. Muslims don’t have
to use a prayer mat but many do.
Prayer mats have beautiful
patterns on them or pictures
of famous mosques. They
never ever have pictures of
living things, images of God,
angels or the Prophets.
After prayer they are folded
or rolled up and put away.
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When Prophet Muhammad (pbuh)
built the mosque at Medina more
than 1000 years ago, the people
were called to prayer with a
special prayer called the adhan.
adhan
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The person who called the
people to prayer was called the
Mu’adhin and he would climb the
minaret (tower) to chant the adhan.
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Muslims are still called to prayer today but often
it is not the Mu’adhin calling from the tower but a
loudspeaker that calls out the Mu’adhin’s voice**.

wash hands three times

wash face three times

wudu
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sniff water into the nostrils
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wash arms to elbows three times

A Muslim
prayer mat
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wash head,
ears, back of
neck

wash feet to ankles three times
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This mosque is
in a country
called Pakistan.
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Everyone sits on the
floor.
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The person who leads
the prayers is called
the Imam.
Imam
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To Muslims, Mecca is their holiest place.
Mecca is where the Prophet Muhammad (pbuh)
was born long ago.
Muslims must try, if
possible, to visit Mecca
once in their lifetime.
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Inside a mosque there is the main hall. It’s a big
room where there are no pictures or statues.
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Muslims pray five
times a day and
when they pray they
face Mecca.
They can pray almost
anywhere, at work,
at school in the streets, even at the
airport.
When Muslims pray they often use a
prayer mat. You can see the men in
the airport lounge kneeling on their prayer
mats to pray. They all face towards Mecca, the
Muslim holy city.
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Most mosques have
somewhere for
Muslims to wash
before they go to pray.
This washing is called
wudu and usually
takes place in the
courtyard. Feet are
washed up to the
ankles and hands and
forearms are washed too. If they are in the desert and
there is no water, wudu can be carried out by placing the
hands on sand, stone or dust. This cleansing is called
tayammum.
tayammum When Muslims wash they say a special
prayer while they are washing.
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When Muslims pray they use a prayer mat.
There are four main prayer positions, standing,
bowing, kneeling and bending but the prayers
that Muslims carry out five times a day (salah
salah),
salah
have ten different actions.
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You can see them all
if you click on the link
at the bottom of this
page.
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Pilgrims to Mecca walk
round the holy Black Stone
that is in the middle of the
mosque. They walk round it
seven times - four times fast
and three times slowly.

Mecca is in a
country called
Saudi Arabia.
A compass is
used to find
the direction of Mecca.

Outside every mosque, or just
inside the entrance is a place
where those who go to pray
can leave their shoes before
they enter the mosque.
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Muslims gather together to pray at sad times
and at happy times. They celebrate a new baby,
a new job, even moving to a new house, with
prayer. Prayers are said to comfort those who
are ill or who have lost someone who has died.
Muslims believe that Allah (God) made them to
worship Him so they pray throughout the day to
thank Allah. Helping someone and
cheering them up are also acts
of worship.
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Wadu is part of the preparation for prayer. There
are eight things that Muslims do. They must…
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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Concentrate on Allah and the prayers they are saying.
Wash their hands up to the wrist three times.
Rinse their mouth out three times.
Sniff water into their nostrils and blow it out three times.
Wash their face three times.
Wash their arms up to their elbows three times.
Pass wet hands over the top of their head and round the
back of their neck. Wipe their ears out with their index
finger and the back of the neck with their thumbs.
8. Wash their feet up to their ankles three times.
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Then they can go into the mosque to pray.

When they are about seven years old, Muslim
children begin to practise salah.
salah Salah is a special
kind of prayer that happens five times a day.
By the time Muslim
children are ten years
old they are expected
to do salah as a duty.
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What do you think
these children are learning to do?
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The children learn that when they are preparing
to do salah…
salah
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• The place they choose for prayer must be clean.
• Their body and clothes must be clean and their mind
must be ready to concentrate on their prayers.
• A man’s clothes should at least cover his body from his
waist to his knees.
• A woman’s clothes should cover her whole body except
for her face and hands.
• Prayer begins with wadu, the ritual washing.
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After they have completed their preparations,
Muslims stand on a prayer mat or alongside other
Muslims and face Mecca.
The direction of Mecca is
called qiblah.
qiblah In each
mosque there is a special
alcove, called a mihrab,
mihrab in
the qiblah wall. If they are
not in a mosque, Muslims
often use a compass to find
the direction of Mecca.
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In mosques men and women pray
separately. In some mosques this
is done with the men at the front
of the mosque and the women
behind. In other mosques there are separate rooms
for men and women.
Many women pray at
home instead of going
to the mosque.
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Clothing requirements when visiting a mosque ( to show proper
respect ) Pupils to have head coverings and wear long sleeved
tops; boys to wear long trousers (it would also be a good
idea for girls to wear trousers for the visit as they have to sit cross
legged); removal of shoes on entry to the mosque and obseving
wudu.

Tour of Preston Mosque Link (then click Islam)

